Every minute, an emotion
With more than 30 years of experience, the Festina Group is a prestigious
international company specializing in the production and marketing of timepieces.
Its know-how and the 5 million watches that it distributes annually make it one
of the benchmarks in the watch market.
The Group’s leading brand, FESTINA, founded in Switzerland in 1902,
is currently exported to more than 90 countries, on five continents.
Such expansion and recognition by the general public could only be achieved
by building on three founding pillars:
a proven taste for challenge,
a desire for constant innovation,
the tireless search for optimal value for money.
Today, driven by the same passion, a new page is written for the brand,
with the launch of Festina Writing and its arrival in the world of writing instruments
and leather goods.
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

The top of the pen is a nod to the Festina
emblematic Chronobike watch crown.

Delicately crafted, the clip reveals the F
symbol reminiscent of the watch dials.

CHRONOBIKE
Blending brushed textures with soft metal
accents and playing with an audacious and
dazzling palette of shades, the Chronobike
writing pieces, with their unique ogivoïdal
shapes and on brand elements, combine a
sporty with a luxurious feel.

The tip of the pen is adorned by a
subtly embossed Festina signature.
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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CHRONOBIKE
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CHRONOBIKE

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1. FSC1414A
15,69 €* | 39 € **
Chronobike Classic Chrome Black • Ballpoint pen

4. FSC1634B
18,09 €* | 45 € **
Chronobike Rose Gold Chrome • Ballpoint pen

6. FSC1744S
15,69 €* | 39 € **
Chronobike Rainbow Yellow • Ballpoint pen

9. FSC1744P
15,69 €* | 39 € **
Chronobike Rainbow Red • Ballpoint pen

2. FSC1414B
15,69 €* | 39 € **
Chronobike Classic All Chrome • Ballpoint pen

5. FSC1524D
Chronobike Black Gun • Ballpoint pen

18,09 €* | 45 € **

7. FSC1744M
15,69 €* | 39 € **
Chronobike Rainbow Light Blue • Ballpoint pen

10. FSC1744T
15,69 €* | 39 € **
Chronobike Rainbow Green • Ballpoint pen

3. FSC1634N
18,09 €* | 45 € **
Chronobike Rose Gold Navy • Ballpoint pen

8. FSC1744U
15,69 €* | 39 € **
Chronobike Rainbow Orange • Ballpoint pen

The Chronobike pen line is made of brass and aluminium. Ballpoint pens are outfitted with black ink refills as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).

* Indicative corporate prices, for a quantity of 100 pieces – these prices do not include VAT.
**
recommended
retailofprices
these
prices include
VAT.pens are outfitted with black ink refills as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).
TheIndicative
Chronobike
pen line is made
brass–and
aluminium.
Ballpoint
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CHRONOBIKE

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

2.

1.

3.

1. FAK198A
Chronobike Black • Key ring

12,02 €* | 29,9 € **

2. FPBCK198A
44,90 €* | 119 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike Black key ring & Classicals card holder & Chronobike Black ballpoint pen
3. FPKB198A
25,41 €* | 65 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike Black key ring & Chronobike Classic ballpoint pen
The Chronobike key ring is made of brass. Key rings are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBA100).
* Indicative corporate prices, for a quantity of 100 pieces – these prices do not include VAT.
** Indicative
recommended
retail ofprices
these
prices
VAT.
The
Chronobike
key ring is made
brass.– Key
rings
are include
delivered
in a FESTINA gift box (FBA100).
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

The top of the pen is decorated with
the Festina blazon.

Delicately crafted, the clip reveals the F
symbol reminiscent of the watch dials.

The upper ring is a nod to the Festina
emblematic Chronobike watch crown.

The Festina signature is subtly embossed
on the bottom part of the cap.

PRESTIGE
Adorned by analogous textures and ornaments
inherited from the Festina timepieces,
the Prestige collection embodies refined elegance
with its delicate outline and tones.
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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PRESTIGE
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PRESTIGE

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1.

2.

1. FSR1544A
Prestige Chrome Black • Ballpoint pen

18,09 €* | 45 € **

2. FSR1542A
Prestige Chrome Black • Fountain pen

22,12 €* | 55 € **

3.

3. FSR1545A
Prestige Chrome Black • Rollerball pen

The Prestige pen line is made of brass and aluminium. Fountain pens are delivered with blue ink cartridges.
Rollerball pens & ballpoint pens are outfitted with black ink refills as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).
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4.

19,72 €* | 49 € **

4. FSR1654N
19,72 €* | 49 € **
Prestige Rose Gold Navy • Ballpoint pen

5.

6.

6. FSR1655N
22,12 €* | 55 € **
Prestige Rose Gold Navy • Rollerball pen

5. FSR1652N
23,73 €* | 59 € **
Prestige Rose Gold Navy • Fountain pen
*The
Indicative
forbrass
a quantity
of 100 pieces
– these
do not include
VAT.ink cartridges.
Prestige corporate
pen line isprices,
made of
and aluminium.
Fountain
pensprices
are delivered
with blue
**
Indicative
retailare
prices
– these
VAT.as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).
Rollerball
pensrecommended
& ballpoint pens
outfitted
withprices
blackinclude
ink refills
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PRESTIGE

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

4.

5.

1.

1. FSR1764A
Prestige Gun Black • Ballpoint pen
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2.

19,72 €* | 49 € **

3.

3. FSR1654D
Prestige Rose Gold Gun • Ballpoint pen

19,72 €* | 49 € **

2. FSR1544B
18,09 €* | 45 € **
Prestige Chrome All Chrome • Ballpoint pen

4. FPBW165N
42,36 €* | 105 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike card wallet & Prestige Rose Gold ballpoint pen

The Prestige pen line is made of brass and aluminium. Ballpoint pens are outfitted with black ink refills as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).

* Indicative corporate prices, for a quantity of 100 pieces – these prices do not include VAT.
** Indicative
recommended
retail
pricesand
– these
prices Ballpoint
include VAT.
The
Prestige pen
line is made
of brass
aluminium.
pens are outfitted with black ink refills as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).

5. FPBR154A
35,81 €* | 89 € **
Parure / Set Prestige Chrome ballpoint pen & Prestige Chrome rollerball pen
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

The top of the pen is carefully engraved
with the Festina blazon.

Delicately crafted, the clip reveals
the F symbol reminiscent of the
watch dials.

CLASSICALS
The Classicals writing pieces epitomize exquisite
purity with its sleek and balanced frame.
This timeless design plays on the contrast
between radiant lacquers and crisp chrome metal
accents for captivating aesthetics.

The Festina signature is subtly
embossed on the mid-ring.
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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CLASSICALS
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CLASSICALS

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1. FSN1964H
Classicals Chrome Grey • Ballpoint pen

11,67 €* | 29 € **

3. FSN1962L
Classicals Chrome Blue • Fountain pen

15,69 €* | 39 € **

5. FSN1964F
11,67 €* | 29 € **
Classicals Chrome White • Ballpoint pen

7. FSN1962P
Classicals Chrome Red • Fountain pen

15,69 €* | 39 € **

2. FSN1962H
Classicals Chrome Grey • Fountain pen

15,69 €* | 39 € **

4. FSN1964L
Classicals Chrome Blue • Ballpoint pen

11,67 €* | 29 € **

6. FSN1962F
15,69 €* | 39 € **
Classicals Chrome White • Fountain pen

8. FSN1964P
Classicals Chrome Red • Ballpoint pen

11,67 €* | 29 € **

The Classicals pen line is made of brass. Fountain pens are delivered with blue ink refills.
Rollerball pens & ballpoint pens are outfitted with black ink refills as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).
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4.

*The
Indicative
corporate
quantity
of 100pens
pieces
these prices
notink
include
Classicals
pen lineprices,
is madeforofabrass.
Fountain
are–delivered
withdo
blue
refills.VAT.
**
Indicative
recommended
retailare
prices
– these
prices
VAT.as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).
Rollerball
pens
& ballpoint pens
outfitted
with
blackinclude
ink refills
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CLASSICALS

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

4.

5.

1.

1. FSN1964A
11,67 €* | 29 € **
Classicals Chrome Black • Ballpoint pen
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2.

3.

3. FSN1965A
14,09 €* | 35 € **
Classicals Chrome Black • Rollerball pen

2. FSN1962A
15,69 €* | 39 € **
Classicals Chrome Black • Fountain pen

4. FPCP101H
32,78 €* | 79 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike card holder & Classicals Chrome fountain pen

The Classicals pen line is made of brass. Fountain pens are delivered with blue ink refills.
Rollerball pens & ballpoint pens are outfitted with black ink refills as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).

*The
Indicative
corporate
quantity
of 100pens
pieces
these prices
notink
include
Classicals
pen lineprices,
is madeforofabrass.
Fountain
are–delivered
withdo
blue
refills.VAT.
**
Indicative
recommended
retailare
prices
– these
prices
VAT.as standard. Pens are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBS100).
Rollerball
pens
& ballpoint pens
outfitted
with
blackinclude
ink refills

5. FPBR196A
23,76 €* | 59 € **
Parure / Set Classicals Chrome ballpoint pen & Classicals Chrome rollerball pen
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FOLDERS

The Festina folders are adorned by a trapezoidal
shiny chrome signature plate, reminiscent of
the watches dial.

Finely crafted in a high quality,
saffiano textured, vegan leather.

Every practical aspect has been meticulously
taken into account to create a highly
functional product.

CHRONOBIKE
Finely crafted in a black saffiano textured vegan
leather with a crisp chrome signature plate,
The elegant and streamlined Chronobike folders
are ideal to be combined with writing instruments
across the Festina collection. These items are
offered in two different sizes.

Our writing accessories come outfitted with
high paper grammage refills. The Festina
signature appears at the bottom of each page.
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FOLDERS

CHRONOBIKE

Officipide laceriatios nes qui delitaq uodita volupta
tectatio. Itas re optur, soloreped mo enihita vita
nulluptam. Officipide laceriatios nes qui delitaq
uodita volupta tectatio. Itas re optur, soloreped mo
enihita vita nulluptam.
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CHRONOBIKE

FOLDERS

3.

1.

4.

2.

1. FDF187A
39,82 €* | 99 € **
Chronobike A4 • Folder A4

2. FDM187A
Chronobike A5 • Folder A5

The Chronobike folder line is made of vegan leather. The paper refill contains 40 pages. Folders are delivered in a FESTINA gift box.
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31,78 €* | 79 € **

3. FPSE187A
55,91 €* | 139 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike folder A4 & Prestige Chrome ballpoint pen

4. FPBM187A
45,47 €* | 115 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike folder A5 & Chronobike Classic ballpoint pen

* Indicative corporate prices, for a quantity of 100 pieces – these prices do not include VAT.
**
recommended
– these
prices
VAT. contains 40 pages. Folders are delivered in a FESTINA gift box.
TheIndicative
Chronobike
folder line isretail
madeprices
of vegan
leather.
Theinclude
paper refill
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SMALL LEATHER GOODS

A finely embossed Festina signature,
underneath a miniature version of
the luxurious F plate.
These details have been engineered to
allow our small leather goods items to
perfectly fit in a pocket.

Beautifully crafted in a carefully
chosen high-end saffiano textured
genuine leather.

CHRONOBIKE
The Chronobike small leather goods line was
imagined in different colour varieties from a
taupe or black genuine leather with a shiny
The interior of the small leather items

chrome signature plate to a midnight blue

have been designed to allow a perfect

genuine leather with a bright rose gold

day to day organization.

signature plate for a modern feel.

The inside is crafted using the highest
quality soft genuine leathers.

The Festina signature is finely embossed
on the insides of our products.
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SMALL LEATHER GOODS
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CHRONOBIKE
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CHRONOBIKE

SMALL LEATHER GOODS

3.

1.

4.

2.

1. FLW101A
Chronobike Black • Card wallet

24,64 €* | 59 € **

2. FLY101A
Chronobike Black • Wallet with flap

The Chronobike small leather goods line is made of genuine leather. Wallets and cardholders are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
The items are featuring a protective RFID lining.
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28,82 €* | 69 € **

3. FLC101A
Chronobike Black • Card holder

18,79 €* | 45 € **

4. FPBW101A
38,33 €* | 95 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike card wallet & Chronobike Classic ballpoint pen

* Indicative
corporate
prices, goods
for a quantity
of 100
these prices
do not
VAT. are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
The
Chronobike
small leather
line is made
of pieces
genuine– leather.
Wallets
and include
cardholders
** Indicative
retail prices
these prices include VAT.
The
items arerecommended
featuring a protective
RFID– lining.
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CHRONOBIKE

SMALL LEATHER GOODS

1.

3.

4.

2.

1. FLJ101A
Chronobike Black • Rigid card holder

35,52 €* | 85 € **

2. FLT101A
Chronobike Black • Travel wallet

The Chronobike small leather goods line is made of genuine leather. Wallets and cardholders are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
The items are featuring a protective RFID lining.
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37,19 €* | 89 € **

3. FLF101A
27,15 €* | 65 € **
Chronobike Black • Card holder with flap

4. FPBF101A
43,54 €* | 109 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike card holder with flap & Prestige Chrome ballpoint pen

* Indicative
corporate
prices, goods
for a quantity
of 100
these prices
do not
VAT. are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
The
Chronobike
small leather
line is made
of pieces
genuine– leather.
Wallets
and include
cardholders
** Indicative
retail prices
these prices include VAT.
The
items arerecommended
featuring a protective
RFID– lining.
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CHRONOBIKE

SMALL LEATHER GOODS

3.

1.

2.

4.

1. FLW101H
Chronobike Grey • Card wallet

24,64 €* | 59 € **

2. FPBW101H
40,73 €* | 99 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike card wallet & Prestige Chrome ballpoint pen

The Chronobike small leather goods line is made of genuine leather. Wallets and cardholders are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
The items are featuring a protective RFID lining.
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3. FLC101H
Chronobike Grey • Card holder

18,79 €* | 45 € **

4. FLF101H
27,15 €* | 65 € **
Chronobike Grey • Card holder with flap

*The
Indicative
corporate
prices, goods
for a quantity
of 100
these prices
do not
VAT. are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
Chronobike
small leather
line is made
of pieces
genuine– leather.
Wallets
and include
cardholders
**
retail prices
these prices include VAT.
TheIndicative
items arerecommended
featuring a protective
RFID– lining.
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CHRONOBIKE

SMALL LEATHER GOODS

3.

11..

4.

2.

1. FLW101N
Chronobike Navy • Card wallet

24,64 €* | 59 € **

2. FLF101N
27,15 €* | 65 € **
Chronobike Navy • Card holder with flap

The Chronobike small leather goods line is made of genuine leather. Wallets and cardholders are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
The items are featuring a protective RFID lining.
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3. FLC101N
Chronobike Navy • Card holder

18,79 €* | 45 € **

4. FPBC101N
35,18 €* | 89 € **
Parure / Set Chronobike card holder & Chronobike Rose Gold ballpoint pen

*The
Indicative
corporate
prices, goods
for a quantity
of 100
these prices
do not
VAT. are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
Chronobike
small leather
line is made
of pieces
genuine– leather.
Wallets
and include
cardholders
**
retail prices
these prices include VAT.
TheIndicative
items arerecommended
featuring a protective
RFID– lining.
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SMALL LEATHER GOODS

Beautifully crafted in a carefully
chosen smooth genuine leather

A finely embossed Festina signature
underneath the miniature and luxurious
F plate to allow the small leather pieces to
fit perfectly in a pocket.

CLASSICALS
With its minimalist design, the Classicals small
leather goods collection is timeless and refined.
Masterfully crafted, this line plays on the contrast
of a matte soft black genuine leather and a bright
The interior of the small leather items is

chrome tiny signature plate.

designed to allow an optimal organization
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SMALL LEATHER GOODS
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CLASSICALS
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CLASSICALS

SMALL LEATHER GOODS

3.
1.

2.

4.

1. FLE102A
Classicals Black • Card holder trifold

27,15 €* | 65 € **

2. FPBE196A
37,12 €* | 89 € **
Parure / Set Classicals card holder trifold & Classicals Chrome ballpoint pen

The Classicals small leather goods line is made of genuine leather. Wallets and cardholders are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
The items are featuring a protective RFID lining.
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3. FLJ102A
Classicals Black • Rigid card holder

35,52 €* | 85 € **

4. FPBJ102A
51,91 €* | 129 € **
Parure / Set Classicals rigid card holder & Prestige Chrome ballpoint pen

* Indicative
corporate
prices,goods
for a line
quantity
of 100
pieces –leather.
these prices
notcardholders
include VAT.are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
The
Classicals
small leather
is made
of genuine
Walletsdoand
** Indicative
retail prices
these prices include VAT.
The
items arerecommended
featuring a protective
RFID– lining.
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CLASSICALS

SMALL LEATHER GOODS

3.

1.

4.

2.

1. FLW102A
Classicals Black • Card wallet

24,64 €* | 59 € **

2. FPBW102A
38,33 €* | 95 € **
Parure / Set Classicals card wallet & Chronobike Classic ballpoint pen

The Classicals small leather goods line is made of genuine leather. Wallets and cardholders are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
The items are featuring a protective RFID lining.
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3. FLC102A
Classicals Black • Card holder

18,79 €* | 45 € **

4. FPBC102A
28,76 €* | 69 € **
Parure / Set Classicals card holder & Classicals Chrome ballpoint pen

*The
Indicative
corporate
prices,goods
for a line
quantity
of 100
pieces –leather.
these prices
notcardholders
include VAT.are delivered in a FESTINA gift box (FBW100).
Classicals
small leather
is made
of genuine
Walletsdoand
**
retail prices
these prices include VAT.
TheIndicative
items arerecommended
featuring a protective
RFID– lining.
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PACKAGING

1.
2.

3.

1. FBS100
2. FBA100
3. FBW100
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